Redwing Quiz Whiz
1. How many stomachs do cows have? ___________________
2. Dexter cattle are bred for two things, meat and? _________________
3. How long does a Dexter cow live for? ______________
4. What does ‘poll’ merino mean? __________________
5. What does china use our merino wool for? _________________
6. What else can you make with wool? ________________________________
7. To get a crossbred sheep, you cross a British meat ram with what other
sheep? ______________________________
8. How long do sheep live for? ___________________
9. How many kg of wool does one sheep produce? ___________
10. Where did Boer goats come from? ____________________
11. What do Boer goats eat? __________________________
12. What breed of pig is at Redwing? ________________
13. How do pigs communicate with each other? _______________________
14. Are pigs clean or dirty animals? __________________
15. Pigs don’t have any sweat glands, how do they like to cool down?
________________________________
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16. How many teeth does a pig have? _________________
17. What is a baby duck called? _________________
18. What is a group of geese called? __________________
19. What food should you never feed to chickens? ______________________
20. What breeds of chickens can you see at Redwing? _______________
21. A chicken or goose with curly feathers is called a what? _______________
22. Why do farmers keep alpacas with their sheep? __________________
23. How is alpaca wool different to sheep wool? ____________________
24. Big Friesian cows are used for what? ______________________
25. How many glasses of milk can a Friesian cow produce daily? __________
26. How much water does a Friesian cow drink? ______________
27. What is different about a Dorper sheep’s wool? ________________________
28. Female donkeys are called Jennies, what are male donkeys called?
_____________________
29. Pet donkeys live for how long? ______________
30. Do donkey’s like their ears being petted? ________________

